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Abstract. In this paper, a number of concurrent network projects with random activities are studied, and the 
proposed model enables people to control various resources such as rare and expensive resources transported 
from outside in a short time.  For each project, the schedule date and the admissible confidence probability 
of timely completion of the project were defined. The initial instants of realization of all projects, the required 
total power of each of the reproducible resources, the delivery schedule of rare reproducible resources that 
are not at the disposal of the project management system, and the schedule of beginning all activities were 
determined. The minimal nonoperational costs, such as penalty provisions for failure to execute the project in 
time, fines for idling of the rare external resources, costs of resource lease were used as the target function. 
The developed model can be used to plan and supervise one or more random PERT-like network projects. It 
can significantly reduce the cost of project implementation.  

1 Introduction  
There are numerous papers on optimization of allocation 
and delivery of the resources for network projects with 
deterministic operations. Recently, there exist some 
resource models for projects with random durations of 
operations. These models are more sophisticated mostly 
compared with the deterministic models because of the 
difficulties involved in constructing the schedule of 
resource delivery and consumption. At the same time, the 
majorities of projects are carried out in the random 
environment and constrained resources. Therefore, 
development of more generalized resource models for 
network projects seems quite topical both from the 
scientific and applied standpoints. 

2 Problem Descriptions 
The resources involved into the network projects can be 
classified with two groups [1]: 

Expensive and rare resources are Class A resources. 
The A-resources must be strictly controlled in the sense 
that their delivery must be scheduled in advance. The A-
resource delivery graph must be deterministic, because 
one cannot envisage even approximately when any 
activity will be ready for execution. 

Reproducible resources are class B-resources. B-
resources can be used in one or more project activities at 
any time t, if available. Therefore, the instants of 
delivering the B-resources to the project activities are 
random and defined in the course of project execution.  

In the paper, the models of planning and supervising 

the network projects [2] not only include the project 
schedule dates but also include supervision by probability, 
that is, the model parameters must include the lower bound 
on the confidence probability of executing each project by 
the schedule date. The instants of beginning each project 
also are among the optimized parameters. This is 
necessary because the lease of the reproducible B-
resources is related with the initial instant of supplying 
them to the project store. The leased resources are stored 
from the initial instant (deterministic variable to be 
optimized) and to the instant of project completion 
(random variable).  

The model developed below includes numerous cost 
parameters. The operational costs such as the cost of raw 
materials, electric power, the A-resources and B-resources 
in the course of project execution, and so on, which are 
independent of the model of planning or supervision, were 
not included in the model intentionally. The target function 
of the model includes the following nonoperational costs. 

Costs of leasing and maintaining the B-resources 
during the time of project realization. 

Costs of project storage for each time unit of storage. 
Fines on the project management system for idling of 

the A-resources. 
Fine paid once to the customer for failure to execute 

the project in time. 
Fine paid for each project for each unit of the 

outstanding project time. 

3 Problem Formalization 
Before starting the projects, we produce a e-th (e is the 
number of network projects) random PERT network 
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project Ge(N, A); the deterministic optimal values of Se 
(the instant of starting the eth project), Rke (the total power 
of the kth resource leased for the eth project) and 

eAA jiT ),(  (the predefined instant of delivering the A-

resources for the eAA ji ),(  th activity), 1≤e≤v, 1≤k≤m, 1 
≤ξ≤nA. . 

In the course of its realization, the random values Sije 
(the instant of starting the (i, j)eth activity) for all activities 
(i, j)e, to optimize the target function 
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De is the predefined schedule date of executing the eth 
project, pe is the predefined confidence probability of 
executing the eth project in time; 

ekjii BB
r


  is the 

predefined power of the k-type B-resources consumed by 
the ),( BB ji  eth activity. 

The random variable C satisfies the relationship 
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T(i) stands for the instant of the event ),( ANGi e . 
Fe is the instant of completing the eth project, notably

ijejie FF
e),(

max  . Ce* is the predefined single fine for 

failure to fulfill the eth project in time for Fe > De; Ce** is 
the predefined fine for a unit time of the overdue eth 
project, that is, during the period [De, Fe]; Ce*** are the 
predefined costs of storing the eth project in unit time if it 
is executed before the schedule date for Fe < De. 

4 Heuristic Algorithms 
In the heuristic algorithm, different projects are assumed 
independently of each other, which eliminate the 
possibility of using a unique central store of resources. 
Under this assumption, the problem (1)-(7) can be solved 
independently for each project. The resulting optimal 
mean values of the nonoperational costs eC  for each eth 

project can be summed to obtain the desired optimal value 

C  for the project system as a whole. Here, the values of 
Se, Rke, and eAA jiT ),(   obtained for individual projects 
are the solution of the global problem (1)-(7).  

Two hierarchical levels, external and internal, are 
introduced in the model. At the upper level, we solve for 
one project the following problem (called below P1). In 
order to minimize the nonoperational conditional costs 
with regard for the confidence probability p*, it is required 
to determine the optimal values of S, {Rk}, 1≤ k≤ m, and

),( AA jiT  , 1 ≤ ξ≤ nA: 
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under the constraints 
max min kkk RRR  

maxmin SSS  
where 
 optC  is established at the lower hierarchical level 

by means of the simulation model combined at 
the upper level with the extremum-seeking model; 

 p which is determined by simulation is the 
statistical frequency of the estimate of the 
probability Pr{F <D} with a fixed set of values S, 
Rk, and ),( AA jiT  ; 

otherwise1
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 K is a very great value (in the experiment, K = 
1017) 

Therefore, the target function (8) automatically 
eliminates the possibility of *pP  , that is, takes into 
account the constraint (2). 

To solve P1, 1 + m + nA optimized variables are used. 
First, S is optimized with regard for (9), the rest of the 
variables being fixed; then, R1, with regard for the new 
fixed values of S; then, R2, with new fixed values of S and 
R1,…  and so on until Rm. In doing so, constraints (10) 
are taken into account. By fixing (m + 1) new values, the 
coordinate wise optimization embraces new variables 
T(i1A; j1A); T(i2A ; j2A ), … , T(inA ,jnA) till the end of the first 
iteration. The second iteration begins again from S and so 
on until the coordinate wise optimization drives the 
relative error between two adjacent iterations 

)(w
C  and

)1( w
C below the admissible error ε> 0. 

To obtain a representative statistics for estimation of 
)(XC , determination of the new, (1+m+ nA)-dimensional 

point of search X   periodically makes use of the 
simulation model at the lower hierarchical level and 
carries out quite a few simulation runs. Since the A-
resources are consumed by only a few project activities 
and the amount, m, of the consumed B-resources also is 
not large, at the upper level the total number of optimizing 
variables is not large and admits coordinate wise 
optimization. It is needless to say that if the passage to a 
new search point X  results in greater target function C , 

then the search is carried out from the point X  which 
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until now corresponded to the minimal value C . 
At the lower hierarchical level, the simulation project 

model with a built in optimizer, the optimal problem P2, 

is realized. The current search point X  in the space of 1 
+ m + nA variables S, Rk, and ),( AA jiT 

  is the input 
parameter of the model. The simulation model determines 
the random instants of beginning all project operations Sij 
with regard for constraints (3)-(5). As for the optimizer, it 
allocates the free B-resources to the ready project activities 
which consume these resources. The free resources are 
allocated at the decision points provided that there are 
activities queued for the resources at the project store.  

Execution of the project must be preceded by solving 
problem P1 at the upper hierarchical level, that is, 
determining the optimal set of values of S, Rk, and 

),( AA jiT  .  

The resulting optimal optopt
SC /  , opt

kR  , 

),( AA
opt jiT    must support the project managers in 

making decisions about project feasibility (if the 
management can carry the burden of no operational costs
C ) or restructuring it, changing its funding, and so on. If 
the resulting optimal set of parameters is accepted as the 
plan, then the real project can be supervised, the B-
resources leased, and the A-resources supplied. Therefore, 
solution of the problem P1 provides the optimal project 
schedule. As for estimation of the random realization of 
Sij , they are determined by a single run of the simulation 
model[4]. 

5 Simulation Model Of Consumming The 
B-Resources 
As was noted above, the optimal values of S, Rk, and 

),( AA jiT 
 are the inputs of the optimal problem P2 which 

determines supply of the B-resources to the project 
activities. The random realizations

BB jiS


 , where 

},/{},{},{ AABB jijiji   , are the outputs of P2 which 
is part and parcel of the simulation model of project 
realization.  

5.1 Simulation Submodel 

1) Determines the instants t of making decisions about 
the allocation of the available B-resources to the ready 
project activities (if the available B-resources can be 
supplied to at least one activity. 

2) Queues the ready activities. 
3) Supplies the A-resources to the ready activities in 

compliance with constraints (3), (4). 
4) Supplies the available B-resources to the queued 

activities if the total need for resource of all queued 
activities does not exceed the free stored resources. 

5) Models durations tij of all project activities (i, j) 
upon supplying the A-resources or B-resources for their 
execution. Therefore, the simulation submodel determines 
both Sij and Fij = Sij+ tij . 

6) Returns to the project store the released B-
resources upon the completion of the current project 
activity ),( BB ji  . 

7) Determines (after simulation of tij and Fij ) the 
instants of all project events i to estimate T(i) in constraint 
(4) by the formula 

}{max)(
)( ijijjDi

tSjT 


  (12) 

where D(j) is the set of events i that immediately precedes 
the event . 

8) Determines by simulation the auxiliary parameters 
p(iB ; jB) for the problem P2. 

5.2 Optimal Submodel 

It includes P2 and at the instants t of decision making 
allocates the available B-resources to the queued project 
activities. If at the instant t more than one activity is 
queued and the free B-resources are limited, then one must 
conduct `competition' between the activities to establish 
which of them must be provided with resources in the first 
place. The problem P2 is formulated in mathematical 
terms as follows: let at the instant t there be q<nB queued 
activities ),( BB ji  , 1≤η≤q, q>1, and the relationship 
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be valid at least for one of the subscripts k, that is, the 
B-resources of the kth type are insufficient to supply all 
queued activities[5]. 

In the case of fixed powers
BB jir  , , 1≤k≤m, we suggest 

[3] to solve the classical problem of integer programming 
by determining the integer 0-1 values   , 1≤η≤q, 
maximizing the target function 
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where p ),( BB ji    denotes the probability that the 

activity ),( BB ji   is on the critical path in the course of 
single realization of the project, that is, realization of one 
simulation run, and 

otherwise0
resources- by the 

supplied is )(activity  the
1{ B
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The product Wη=
BB jiBB ji


  ),(   is the 

contribution of the activity ),( BB ji   of the mean length 
value of the critical path. The idea of P2 lies in using 
model (14)-(16) to choose a subset of queued activities 
which minimizes the remaining mean project duration. 
For all activities ),( BB ji    with   = 1, tS

BB ji 
 ,  

is the instant of starting their execution. As for the values 
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p ),( BB ji  , they are determined by multiple runs of the 
simulation submodel I with regard for the fixed values of 
T ),( BB ji   , 1≤ξ≤n4. The values of p ),( BB ji    are 
estimated at each instant t of making decision about 
allocation of the available resources to the queued 
activities on the basis of the integer programming problem 
(14)-(16). 

6 Example 
The paper considers a PERT-like network project (Fig. 1) 
consisting of twenty activities to estimate the efficiency of 
the developed heuristic algorithm. Its source information 
is condensed in Table 1. The two emphasized activities 
consume A-resources; the remaining 18 activities 
consume the B-resources of two different types. Therefore, 
n = 20, nA = 2, nB = 18, m = 2. The boundary resource 
values are R1min = 30, R1max = 80, R2min = 27, R2max = 80, 
the schedule date D = 550, the confidence probability p** 
= 0:9, and the fine and project storage estimates on the 
whole are C* = 1000, C** = 200, C*** = 150. Values of 
rijk are represented in Table 1 except for activities (4, 6) 
and (7, 10). The penalty provisions for these activities for 
idling of the A-resources and the cost of lease and 
maintenance of the B-resources are condensed in Table 2. 
We note that the parameters of Table 2 were varied in the 
course of experiment. Sixteen different combinations were 
included in the experiment (see Table 2). Consideration 
was given to the uniform distribution over the interval [aij; 
bij] and the normal distribution with the parameters uij = 
0:5(aij+ bij) and variance Vij =  (bij -aij)2/36 as the 
distributions of tij . In the problem P1, therefore, the 
coordinate wise cyclic search of the extremum was carried 
out in five coordinates[6]. 

 
Fig1. PERT-like project network 

Table1. Source information about the project 

Activity aij bij r1 r2 
1 24 38 20 10 
2 15 31 17 14 
3 18 30 25 18 
4 38 49 18 20 
5 10 18 23 12 
6 32 49 15 9 
7 18 30 30 22 
8 24 38 0 0 
9 12 26 22 20 
10 10 25 26 17 
11 22 43 30 12 
12 11 34 10 15 

13 27 38 0 0 
14 30 48 29 27 
15 24 38 20 10 
16 15 31 17 14 
17 18 30 25 18 
18 38 49 18 20 
19 10 18 23 12 
20 32 49 15 9 

Table2. Varied parameters 

Parameters Values Number of 
combination 

A-resources c(iξA , 
jξA)(identical for both 

activities) 
1000;1200 2 

Distribution tij Uniform; normal 2 
B-resources c1 3;5 2 
B-resources c2 3;5 2 

At each current point of search X  , four hundred 
simulation runs were carried out to obtain a representative 
statistics for estimation ofC . During each run, the optimal 
submodel at each essential time instant t allocated the B-
resources on the basis of the problem P2 (14)-(16). The 
length of the search step hξ in the problem P1 was accepted 
to be equal to two for the first iteration and one for all 
subsequent iterations. The precision of the estimate ε> 0 
for the general model (1)-(7) was accepted to be equal to 
ε= 0.001[7]. 

The following output parameters were established 
experimentally for each of the 16 combinations:  

C  , the minimal mean volume of no operational 
project costs; 

p , statistical frequency of the probability of timely 
project execution; 

S, the instant of project start; 
R1, the volume of leased B-resources of the first kind; 
R2, the volume of leased B-resources of the second 

kind; 
T(4; 6), the scheduled delivery time of the A-resources 

for the activity (4, 6);  
T(7; 10), the scheduled delivery time of the A-

resources for the activity (7, 10). 
The generalized experimental data are condensed in 

Table 3. We note that four iterations were required to 
obtain the final estimates. In doing so, the results of the 
fourth and third iterations are virtually identical, and in the 
course of solving the problem P1 the target function 
decreased more than two-fold already after the first 
iteration. In the course of four iterations, the target 
function decreased by a factor of seven to eight[8,9]. 

Table3. Output parameters data  

Distribution 
Output parameters 

c(iξA , jξA) c1 c2 

uniform 

1000 3 5 
1000 5 3 
1200 3 5 
1200 5 5 

normal 

1000 3 3 
1000 5 3 
1200 3 5 
1200 5 5 
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Table4. Output values data 

Distribution 

Output values 

S R1 R2 
T(iξA , jξA) 

C  p  
(4,6) (7,10) 

uniform 

15 43 31 32 104 188 240 0.98 

14 51 44 34 109 210 311 1 

13 48 42 27 98 201 325 0.99 

13 46 40 30 100 192 220 0.98 

normal 

18 52 44 32 107 150 121 1 

16 48 50 31 104 149 211 1 

17 47 43 29 102 151 652 1 

15 43 44 32 105 156 845 0.97 

7 Conclusion 
The developed model can be used for planning and 
supervising one or more Random PERT-like network 
projects. The model enables one to control several kinds 
of resources including rare and expensive ones transported 
from outside for a short time. 

For any combination, the mean experimental estimate 
of the probability of timely project execution exceeds the 
predefined limit probability that was included as a 
parameter of the initial problem. Therefore, the 
constructed model performs probability supervision 
according to constraint (2). 

The normal distribution results in an appreciable (more 
than by 20%) reduction in the no operational costs as 
compared with the uniform one. Therefore, the normal 
distribution makes project realization less costly. 
Therefore, development of more generalized resource 
models for network projects seems quite topical both from 
the scientific and applied standpoints. 
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